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After weeks and weeks (or were it months?) it's time to move on from the skirt series, and up to our top half! And also get me back to blogging. It has been at the top of my to-do list for weeks and weeks, but somehow I managed to ignore it and find other things to occupy my time (continue to read why to-do lists don't work, check out this
post). So, without any more rambling from me, it's time to prepare a torso block! Waist blockA block of repentent torso is a great starting point for most models associated with your upper side - it can be used to make tops and dresses, and paired with a sleeve block can be used for T-shirts, jackets, jackets and coats. Many models
develop from this block. So, if you are ready to start creating your own patterns, then the torso block for your specific measurements is a great place to start (although if you want something a little easier, I would suggest starting with a skirt block). This tutorial was adapted from this great BurdaStyle.com, which was taken from Winifred
Aldrich's Metric Pattern Cutting women's wear (5th ed. Blackwell Publishing: Oxford, 2008, pp 215). I changed the order of places and added more measurements, I hope to create a better proper torso and easier to follow in the tutorial. So, even if you are an absolute beginner, with the right measurements, the right tools and a little
patience, you will have an excellent suitable torso block in no time! A little noteExcaused this tutorial a couple of years ago, my previous blog, Em Makes Patterns. If you saw him there, don't worry. This tutorial is the same. I just updated the aesthetics of the tutorial. So don't do it again! One thing I'll realize though after posting is that this
tutorial will only work for you if you have a small bust cup size. It didn't happen to me that this would be a problem (as I am very small busted) until a woman contacted me to say that her vest toile turned out to be too short, and we worked out that it was due to her large bust size. So if you have a bust size any larger than a C or D cup, I
would suggest using this tutorial to prepare the basic shape of your block and then make a full bust adjustment to get the right cup size. I'm really planning to make a tutorial on how to do this, so please watch this space if it sounds like an adjustment you think you may have to make. When I created this blog post in 2016, I didn't know you
were going to become the most popular blog post on my site! I've received a few questions lately about the tutorial and I thought it might be a good idea to post some of these questions and answers as an opportunity to help you on your learning journey. I will update the post as I will get more questions so hopefully if you have a question,
you will find the appropriate answer here and can continue going with your project! Watch the post : Reading the Life Block - Questions + AnswersThe You will need this project: Waist measurement of your waist is a bit between the ribs in the cage and your hips. This is often the narrowest point in your torso. This measurement is the one
you will need all the time. To find it, simply wrap the roulette around your waist, ensuring that the roulette remains level all the way (horizontally flooring both front and back). Do not suck your belly, as I accidentally did in this photo! You want to be as natural as possible to make your clothes fit well. Make sure the tape is not too loose, or
not pulling you either! You can also tie an elastic piece around your waist to get in the right position and then measure. Chest measuring your bust measuring, find the most detailed point in your chest and take a horizontal measurement from there. Make sure that the roulette remains horizontal as it wraps around the back to be accurately
measured (that is, when you measure yourself in front of the mirror). Please note: if your bust cup size is more than a C or D cup (more information about working out your bust cup size looks like here), you might be better off making a project if you have a B cup bust and then doing a full bust.Adjustment Armscye depth Armscye depth is
a measurement I initially found to be the most challenging to get my head around. For example, I'm pretty sure I've never heard this term before I started reading sewing blogs (I don't think it was mentioned once every four years I've studied fashion design), but since then it seems to pop up all the time (always so, right?) It also seems that
there are many different ways people offer to find it. When I first prepared my torso block, I put three fingers under my hand and then measured down from my last finger in my waist. I don't really know what the direct correlation between this measurement and the depth of the coat of arms, but apparently because of the body ratio, these
two measurements are the same. A more obvious way to find this distance is to measure down from the neck of the neck to the (imaginary) horizontal line that passes through the back, between the bottom of your sleeves. Neck to waist This measurement is a little tricky to take your own. Start with the neck of the neck and measure
vertically to the waist. The easiest way to do this is to finger an elastic piece around your waist and have someone measure down from your neck to the elastic on your waist. The neck will fly into the chest line Again, the easiest way to perform this measurement will be to tie an elastic piece around your bust and have something to
measure from the neck of the neck to elastic. Circumference of the neck To measure the neck, wrap the roulette around the base of the neck, make sure that it is not too short. Shoulder length To measure the length of the shoulder, first find the top of the shoulder (this is a bone bit before the shoulder becomes your upper arm). Now
measure the and shoulder top. The width of your back is a horizontal measurement of the back, from the bottom of the standard armhole, through the next sleeve. Shoulder to bust measuring shoulder and chest measurement, hold the roulette in the middle of the shoulder (roughly where your bra strap sits) and measure up to the point of
the bust, beneath your breast curve. Bust point point Knowing the distance between bust points (I like to call this measurement nip to nip) can help by adding bust darts or drawing plates that you would like to cut through the bust (princess plates, for example). Just take the horizontal distance between the breasts. Tools You will need a
large sheet of paper (approximately 1m x 0.5 m), a sharp pencil or pacer, a long ruler and a French curve or patternmaster (or a plate if you do not have a French curve). The eraser will be useful too! Well... Went! Preparing the block With a large piece of paper in the pattern, mark point A close to the upper left corner (always leave some
space around the starting point when preparing the patterns). From this point, draw a vertical line down the left side of the paper, which is the length of the neck neck to the waist measurement. Mark the end point as B. This line will become the center of the block in the back seam and the grain of the back pattern piece. Expand the row
AB 1.5 cm (1/2) from A and mark the new end point as C. This additional 1.5 cm (1/2) allows you to form the back neck. Mark AB as CENTRE BACK (CB). BUILD A bust next, we will specify our BUST LINE (horizontal line that passes through both the front and rear pattern bust level). Take the neck neck to the measurement of the bustle.
Then, measuring from point A, mark this length as a point D in line AB. Square from point D with a line that is half your bust measuring (only half of the bust is required, because we make a pattern on the side - that is, the front will cut the fold, and the back pair will cut) plus easily. For example, I decided to add 5cm (2) to facilitate the bust.
Do not forget to halve the amount of easy, before adding it to your side of the bust measurement, labels the end point of this line as E. Mark this line as BUST LINE. BUILD A WASITLINE square from point B by drawing a line of the same length as the bust line. Select the end item as F. Select this WAIST LINE. POSITION THE CENTRE
FRONT SQUARE UPWARDS FROM F (passing through E), CENTRE LENGTH BACK (including extension) and mark the end point as G. Label FG as the central front (CF). This will also be the grain of your front model piece. Connect to G to C with a straight line. Mark the coat of arms Take a measurement of the depth of the coat of
arms and add 0.5 cm (1/4). Measured from point A down towards point B, mark this distance in the centre BACK. Mark this point as H. Square from H and expand the line until it intersects with the centre front line. Mark the point of intersection as I.Construct back neckline Take your neck and divide it by 5. When measured from point C,
this measurement is marked in line CJ. Mark this point as the J point. Combine points A and J with a shallow curve – this curve is the back neckline. When working with curved lines, always check that they come to the right corner when they correspond to a straight seam (for example, a central forward, side flank or side seam). In this
way, you ensure that you get a beautiful smooth curve when you cut a pair of a certain piece or cut it on a fold. Take a neck measurement, divide it by 5 and take away 0.5 cm (1/4). Mark this measurement in line GC (measured from point G) as point K. On the centre front (GF) mark a point with the same length as CJ from point G (neck
circumference divided by 5). Mark the point as L. Connect to K with depth curve – this is the front neckline. As we did with the back neckline, check that the curve of the neckline corresponds to the middle forward at right angle (so that you get a beautiful smooth neckline when you cut a piece on the fold). Preparation of the back seam
Take your coat of arms depth measurement and divide it by 5 and take away 0.5 cm (1/4). Mark this distance, measuring from A in the center back as N. Square from point N. This is just a guideline, so there must be no specific length. Take a measurement of your shoulder length and add 1.5 cm (1/2) (this is an allowance for the shoulder
dart allowance). With this length in mind (or write off if you have bad memory like me), use a ruler to rotate from point J until your measurement passes through a perpendicular line drawn from N. Draw a straight line to create your shoulder line. Mark the rear point O.Back shoulder dart Mark the middle point of the back shoulder seam (line
JO) (i.e. the distance to half between J and O) P. Mark the point P. Mark the point 15cm (6) down from point A, center back line and squared from this point. Once again, this is just a guideline, so it doesn't have to be a specific length. From point P, draw the guidance parallel center back, stretching down until it passes through
perpendicular to the line you marked in the previous step. From where these lines intersect, mark the point 3cm (1 1/4) towards the CENTRE BACK and label as Q. Q point will become the point of the back shoulder dart. Mark the point 1.5 cm (1/2) of P on the back shoulder seam (line JO), towards O. Label this item as point R. Join P q to
create the first dart hand, and point R to Q to create a second dart hand. Would you like to make clothes that are beautiful inside, because they are on the outside? Sign up for the newsletter so you can stay in the cycle to get inspirational content that will help you become a more confident developer. And start with a free e-book! Shift your
attention to your BUST LINE (line ED). Take your bust point point measurement and divide it by 2 (as we work with half) and add 0.5 cm (1/4) (designed easily). Pay attention to this measurement. From point E, on the bust line, mark point, the distance you just found from point E. Mark this point as your BUST POINT. Draw a vertical line
parallel to the centre front and center back, passing through the bust point passing through all horizontal guidelines. This row is a vertical bust line. When it crosses the CG label as R and point S, where it crosses waistline (BF). Front shoulder dart Set Point 0.5 cm (1/4) from the L centre at the front (line GF) and get out of this point. Again,
it's just a guideline, so it doesn't have to be of specific length. This is one of the equations taken from burdaStyle tutorial that is very convenient (I'm not sure if I could have worked out this without these guidelines!) In every 4 cm (1 1/2 inch) chest increase above or below 88 cm (34 1/2) is added or deprives 0.6 cm (1/4) to 7 cm (2 3/4). For
larger busts you will need a larger dart (add to 7cm), while smaller busts will require a small dart (so subtract from 7cm). For example, my chest measurement is 84cm (33), which is 4cm (1 1/2) below 88cm (34 1/2), so I need to subtract 0.6 cm (1/4) from 7cm (2 3/4), leaving a weighing of 6.4 cm (2 1/2). Take a dart width of the
measurement and mark this distance from k point T. Jump down to bust POINT and mark the point 1cm (3/8) above its line RS (vertical chest line) as point U. This will be your dart point. The reason why we lift the dart point a little above the bust point is that if the dart point was the right bust point you will be left madonna-style pointed
breasts! Connect to K and T to U with straight lines to create the front shoulder. Preparation of the front shoulder seam Take a measurement of the length of the shoulders and, taking into account this length, and using the ruler, turn from point T until your measurement passes through a perpendicular line drawn from above L. Draw a
straight line - creating your front shoulder line. Mark the end item as v.Please note: this is not a problem if your shoulder lines overlap - just continue to work through the tutorial. When you get to the end you will trace the copy so that you have separate pieces of front and rear torso and you can add seam allowance. Preparing the armhole
On the LINE HI mark the point that is the length of the half-back measurement plus 0.5 cm (1/4) (distributed simplicity) from the H. Label point as W. Square from point W to line crosses perpendicular line from N. Mark the intersection as X. Find the midpoint of the XW line. Mark as point Z. Drive the distance from the MIDDLE FRONT to
the BUST POINT (i.e. length from E to BP or half bust top to apex measuring plus 0.5 cm) and mark this distance on the LINE HI, measured from the hand of the plate closest to the centre of the back. Mark the point as A1. Square up from point A1 so that the line crosses the front shoulder seam (line VT). Take a measurement of the
depth of the coat of arms and divide it by five. Mark this length on a line that is only drawn from A1 as point A2. Find lines between W A1 midpoint point mark as A3. Square down from this point so that the line crosses the waist line (line BF). Mark the intersection point as A4. Draw diagonal lines (lines drawn at an angle of 45 degrees)
inwards from points W and A1. The line from W shall be 2,5 cm long (1) (mark the end of the end as B1) and from A1 1,5 cm in length (1/2) (mark the end as B2). These diagonal lines will help in the next step when we are in the stage of drawing the curve of the armhole curve. Connect to O to Z to B1 to A3 to B2 to A2 with straight lines to
O up to Z1 to B3 to B2. At the moment, the measurement of the waist is the same as the measurement of the bust. For most of us, the measurement of our chest is greater than our waist measurement. To remove this excess width from the waist and create a well-fitting block you will add waist darts (one back waist and one front waist remember that this is on the side, so when you make your block there will be two at the back, and two at the front. We will also slightly touch the side seam, which at this stage we will also hold as a dart). To figure out how wide you will need to remove with your darts, take your waist measurement and add 2cm (7/8) easily. Subtract this
measurement from your bust measurement and divide your response by 2.Divide this number by three so that it can be evenly distributed across the back dart, front dart and side thread. PROJECT BACK LAP DART To mark the location of the back waist dart, find the line HV midpoint and label as C1. Square down from this point so that
the line crosses the waist line (BF). Mark the point of intersection at point C2. This will become the center of your back dart. Spread the dart width evenly on either side of C2 and connect the rear points of C1 to create dart arms. Side seam project Simplicity at this stage process the side seam (line A3-A4) as dart at this time. One third of
the width of the torso and two thirds to the front of the torso on both sides of the A2. Connect to the rear points to A3 to create front and power-forming seams. Project the front waist dart spread the width of the dart evenly on either side of the S and connect to the rear points point 1cm (3/8) down from bp to create dart arms. Balance the
waist At this time the waist line of the pattern is straight. But as the front of our torso has to pass through the entire part of our chest (our bust), we need to add a little extra length to the front of our center to keep this part of the waist from riding up when the bra is made. The point 0,5 cm (1/4) is 1,5 cm (1/2) from point F as point C1. (0.5
cm (1/4) small bust / 1cm (3/8) medium chest / 1.5 cm (1/2) large bust) Connection point B to point C1. Trace the pattern With a second piece of pattern paper, trace the back pattern piece - make sure to include all the important details (i.e. chest line and darts). Leaving a space between trace the piece of the front pattern. Add the seam
allowance to the pattern To finish, add forming darts (after this tutorial) and then add a seam allowance allowance Model. Since it is a torso block, I think it is convenient to make it available without seam allowance (because when you make changes or adjust the pattern, it is much easier to do this without a seam allowance), but as you will
need to make a toil to see how it fits, add a seam to the seams that will be sewn - side seams, center back and shoulder seams. Other seams - neckline, sleeves and waist - can be left without seam allowance, so that you can get a real indication of how it will look, without finishing these stitches or adding faces, etc. I went 1.5 cm (1/2)
seam allowance on the shoulders and side seams, and 2cm (7/8) on the center of the back. For more information about adding a seam allowance, you can look at this tutorial. Add pattern marks and cutting instructions Add pattern marks to the pattern - be sure to mark the drill holes (I always mark my drill holes 1 - 1.5 cm (3/8 - 1/2) above
the dart point and notches. And voila! Here you have a basic life block for your own measurements! Sew it (calico or something like that, which you perhaps need to hide in your sewing box), see how it fits, and then you are ready to start creating creative models of your own! It is our vision to give you a make a wardrobe that you wear,
love and cherish – long into the future. If this tutorial helped you, it would be greatly appreciated if you could thank you with a small donation. This will help us continue to create content like this tutorial and continue to offer it for free – so it can be available to everyone. We greatly appreciate your support! Support!
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